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Product Description: Professional Email 
Network Solutions Professional Email provides a customer email address that reinforces your 

brand and enhances your professional image, creating instant credibility and a positive first 

impression online. 

 

Our web based email client provides all the great features you need to manage your day-to-day 

communications and schedule. Calendars, address books and tasks are conveniently integrated 

right into your Professional Email interface and accessible via any Internet connection.  

 

 

 

What’s New for Professional Email in v7.10.2 
We are excited to tell you about the new feature enhancements you will find for version 7.10.2! 

 
Features and Functionality 
Here is a list of the new feature enhancements released in version 7.10.2: 
 
Next Generation Calendar Improvements 
Documents Enhancements 
Drive Enhancements 
Mail Enhancements 
 

Next Generation Calendar Improvements 
 
Next Generation Calendar Improvements include: 

1. Organizers can now specify if participants can change an appointment or not. 

Additionally, the organizer role can be moved/reallocated to other participants.  

2. It is now also possible to download multiple attachments from appointments.  

3. Users now also have a new option that lets them define which shared, or public, 

calendars are to be synced with CalDAV to other devices.  

 

Drive Enhancements 
 
Drive Enhancements include: 

1. Additional File Handling Support: display of additional Exif data of photos.  

2. In addition Drive always keeps track of all file versions.  

3. Users can always view, download, delete or revert to a prior version of a file at any time. 

In this version it is now possible to delete all previous versions of a file, in one step.  

4. Finally, with this version, administrators can configure how many file versions should be 

saved as well as their maximum age.  
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Mail Enhancements 
 
Mail Enhancements include: 

1. Background Uploading of Attachments: behavior for attaching attachments to an email 

has been modified. Now, as soon as user adds an attachment the upload process starts 

in background.  

2. The user can see the progress of the upload of each attachment with a small gauge on 

each attachment. This optimizes the user experience. A very useful side effect of this is 

that once uploaded the user can see a preview of the attachment.  
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Product Description: Documents 
Documents is a high-performing, fully integrated office suite for consumers and businesses 

alike. It includes Text, Spreadsheet, and Presentation components that will help users improve 

productivity and efficiency. Documents is currently available to Professional Email Plus 

customers. 

 

 

What’s new for Documents v7.10.2 
We are excited to tell you about the new feature enhancements you will f ind for version 7.10.2! 

 
Features and Functionality 
Here is a list of the new feature enhancements released in version 7.10.2: 
 
Documents Enhancements 

Presentation Enhancements  

Text Enhancements 

Color Toolbar Enhancements 

Preview Improvements 

 
 
 
 

Documents Enhancements 
 
Documents Enhancements include: 

1. Edit Documents in New Browser Tabs -- to allow simultaneous document editing, and 

multitasking, documents are now edited in a separate browser tab.  

2. The different browser tabs can now easily be arranged so that they can be viewed side 

by side. This makes editing an email and/or different documents together much easier.  

 

Presentation Enhancements 
 
Presentation Enhancements include: 

1. With the new alignment guides in Presentation it is now easier to create more 
professional looking presentations.  

2. The new guides help to place objects on slides more precisely and with better alignment 
 
 

Text Enhancements 
 
Text Enhancements include: 

1. Check spelling in different languages. Now if a document contains texts in different 
languages, other than the one that is normally used, there is now an easy way to change 
the spelling language via a context menu 
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Color Toolbar Enhancements 
 
Color Toolbar Enhancements include: 

1. The toolbar icons to change the color of text, cells, borders, etc. has been updated.  

2. The toolbar icon now shows the last used color and not the color of the cursor selection. 

With this change, the user can easily apply the same color without having to use the 

dropdown.  

 

Preview Improvements 

Preview Improvements: 

1. Office documents are now pre-converted to a PDF format automatically on upload. This 

means that viewing a document is now even faster, because the conversion to PDF is 

already done.  

2. Additionally, office documents sent as email attachments are also pre-converted to PDF. 

This allows for the faster viewing of attachments.  

 

 

Product Description: Guard 
Guard is a PGP-based security add-on to your email service.  It seamlessly integrates into all 

webmail applications and enables users to encrypt emails and files easily.  Advanced security 

options are available for professional and experienced users. Guard is currently available to 

Professional Email Plus customers. 

 

What’s new for Guard v2.10.2 
We are excited to tell you about the new feature enhancements you will find for version 2.10.2! 

 

Features and Functionality 
 
Here is a list of the new feature enhancements released in version 2.10.2:  
 
General Improvements 
 
 
 

General Improvements  
 
General Improvements include: 

1. Integrates Guard even more closely when composing and reading emails. 


